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Setting up the Debugger 

Introduction 

Unreal comes complete with a Visual Studio style debugger UDebugger.  This 

short tutorial talks you through setting this up. 

Install the Debug compiled .u files 

We need to compile the files with additional debug information in order for them 
to be used to debug our application.  We can do this manually, but it is much 
easier just to extract a set of precompiled debug files. 

• Create a backup of the .u files in the main system directory.  (I copied 

them to system/backup) 

• Extract the ut2004debug3369.zip file to the main system directory.   
download.beyondunreal.com/ 

fileworks.php/official/ut2004/ut2004debug3369.zip 

Compile our mode with debug information 

We also need to compile our UnrealScripts with debug information.  I have 
created a new batch file that handles this for you: rebuild-debug.bat 

 
(Note you’ll see some extra lines that copy you sourcecode into the main Unreal 
directory.  This is a work around I have added that makes the UDebugger work 
with our mod.  UDebugger doesn’t seem to have been updated to work with our 
Total Conversion directory structure – it is unable to find our source files in the 
sub directory.)  
 
You will need to update the batch file to reflect the fact you should have renamed 
your mod.  Open the batch file up in notepad.exe and alter the 

myfirstexample directory to reflect it. 

Create a shortcut to UDebugger 

Copy the UDebugger.exe file from the main system directory. 

Paste the shortcut in your MyMod directory 

Open its property window and add the -mod=MyMod switch to the end of the 

target line.  Again if you have altered you mod name you will need to use that 
instead. 

Start the debugger 

This will automatically launch the debugger and the game.  Make sure you’re 
running the game in windowed mode. 

For details in the operation of udebugger.exe refer to: 

http://udn.epicgames.com/Two/UnrealScriptDebugger 


